Differential in vitro sensitivity of human tumor and normal cells to chemotherapeutic agents and resistance modulators.
The intrinsically Vincristine(Vcr)-resistant human kidney adenocarcinoma cell line ACHN, the human acute lymphoblastic leukemia cell line L0, its more-than-100-fold Vcr-resistant subline LI00, normal human fibroblasts and lymphocytes, also tumor cells from patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), acute myeloblastic leukemia (AML) and solid tumors, were compared for sensitivity to cytotoxic drugs and resistance modulators (RMs). The LI00 cells showed pronounced sensitivity to the RMs verapamil (Ver), cyclosporin A (CsA) and buthionine sulfoximine (BSO) alone as well as to cisplatinum, whereas the L0 and ACHN cells, also slowly growing fibroblasts and non-proliferating lymphocytes, were considerably less sensitive. Compared with AML cells and lymphocytes, CLL cells were more sensitive to Ver and CsA alone. The cytotoxicity of Vcr was significantly increased in the Vcr-resistant ACHN and LI00, but also in sensitive L0 cells by Ver and CsA, with smaller effects on Dox and Vp-16 toxicity. Fibroblasts and lymphocytes were generally resistant to the cytotoxic agents and RM addition had only minor effects. CLL cells were more sensitive to Dox and Vcr as compared with normal lymphocytes, with potentiation of the Vcr effect by Ver and CsA. The Vcr effect in non-proliferating Vcr-resistant cells from a malignant schwannoma was potentiated by Ver and CsA, which had no effect in cells from a kidney adenocarcinoma. We conclude that cytotoxicity of RMs alone is not dependent on the proliferation rate of tumor cells and that potentiation of cytotoxic drugs by RMs may be selective for tumor cells irrespective of their initial level and mode of drug resistance.